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Dear Parents, 
 
Wow, it’s amazing how quickly first semester has flown by. The first half of the year was filled with great 
success achieved by the students, and we would like to acknowledge the role of the family in this success. 
This was clearly evident in positive Parent/Student/Teacher chats during the last week of Term Two. 
 
We are looking forward to a busy Term Three, with Confirmation being a highlight. We will also be hosting 
the Curriculum Night later in Term Three, where the students will be able to present and showcase their 
work that they have completed during the term. 
 
Once again please feel free to come and speak to any of us or email on the addresses below as we journey 
together in the partnership of the Year Six education of your child. 
 
Religious Education 
 
The highlight of the term will be the Sacrament of Confirmation in August. Working closely with the Parish 
the students will explore information about their Saint, whose confirmation name they chose (or one who 
inspires them). There will be a reflection day at the Don Bosco Retreat Centre. The students will also learn 
about the Gifts and Fruits of the Holy Spirit. During this time the students will be working on their Saints 
projects for the Integrated and R.E. unit.  We encourage those students not participating to come along 
and celebrate with their classmates in August. 
 
After the majority of Year 6 students completed their last Sacrament of Initiation in the Catholic Church, 
we continue to focus on the message of how we can be Christ’s messengers in our world. We will be 
looking at this in A Community of Faith – Called to Serve.  
 
Integrated Topic  
 
The Integrated topic for Term Three is Technology. The introduction part to the unit is to research leaders 
of the world and how they have change and influenced the world in some way. The students’ goal by the 
end of the term is to create a ‘Classroom for the Future’. This will be the display piece for the Curriculum 
Night, as well as their design brief and report. We envisage that the students will continue to build upon 
acquired skills, such as team work, research skills, public speaking, report writing and creating design 
briefs. It culminates with the students presenting their Expo during the Family Curriculum Night on 
Tuesday 19th September. 
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Literacy 
 
As the students head towards Secondary School, we will continue to facilitate the development of their 
confidence as independent writers, able to critically evaluate and edit their work. There will be a focus on 
the following genres during Term Three, persuasive, letter writing and poetry. Students will also have the 
opportunity to create a design brief and report for their integrated assessment piece.  Once a week they 
will be engaged in ‘Writers Group’, which targets individual goals that teachers have assigned to students. 
The goals could be anything from improving their editing skills, to including descriptive words to make their 
writing more interesting. The students will also continue to present to the class in regular public speaking 
tasks, to assist in developing their confidence, as well as preparing them with the necessary tools to 
improve their oral presentation organisation.  
 
 
The Year 6 students will continue with the Lexile Reading, as they will be re-tested through the term. The 
children will be reading designated books on topics of interest or in relation to units being taught. Students 
are instructed to select books at their specific Lexile level and encouraged to read a book slightly above 
their level. There is a weekly reading focus that students will be taught. Teachers will encourage students 
to practise these skills during reading groups and their nightly reading.  
 
 
Home Reading 
 
Being read to, reading with a more skilled reader and having regular independent reading time, greatly 
improves your child’s reading skills. There can also be great benefit to comprehension and spelling skills. It 
is important that you seek opportunities to hear your child read aloud, which will help improve their 
confidence, fluency and accuracy. Reading material could include, re-reading favourite novels, newspapers, 
magazines, eBooks and information on the internet. 
 
Set a time each day for reading, that is free of interruptions. Talk to your child about what they read, 
helping them to make sense of the text. Most importantly, enjoy the special time that you spend reading 
together. 
 
Mathematics 
 
Throughout Term Three the students will be exploring the topics of; Measurement, Area and Perimeter, 
Algebra, Financial maths and the 4 Operations and BODMAS. There continues to be a strong emphasis 
placed on knowing and using the multiplication tables in Year 6 throughout Mathematics. Each student 
needs to be proficient in this area and each individual needs to ensure they are constantly practising. 
These basic operations are necessary tools for successfully learning about Prime and Composite numbers 
this term. 
 
Once a week students will also be involved in the ‘Olympiad Challenge’, this consists by students working 
on mathematical related question that assist in improving the student’s problem solving skills, as well as 
working on topic areas being taught that week, or revising areas from previous term.  
 
Uniform 
 
Students are to wear full winter uniform (no shorts) in Term Three. Sport uniform should only be worn on 
P.E days and if they have Sport. If your child is out of uniform, please ensure that a note is sent to their 
classroom teacher explaining the reason. If your child chooses to wear black runners as part of the 
uniform, these runners need to be completely black with no other colours showing. 



 
 
 
Specialist classes 
 
Japanese will be held on Wednesday mornings for 6 Blue, 6 Green and 6 Red with 6 Yellow participating in 
Japanese Wednesday afternoons. .  
 
This term classroom teachers will teach the following subjects on the days below,  
Monday - 6 Green (ART) 
Monday - 6 Yellow (Library) 
Friday - 6 Red (Music) 
Friday - 6 Blue (PE) 
 
Specialist program for all grades run in the middle session on Tuesday.  
 

6 Blue 6 Green 6 Red 6 Yellow 

Library P.E Art Music 

Music Library P.E Art 

Art Music Library P.E 

 
 
Homework 
 
As in Terms One and Two, in preparation for Secondary School, learning successful study habits and 
developing organisational skills, is imperative to ensure homework is completed by the scheduled time. 
Therefore it shall be sent home on a Friday to be handed in the following Friday. This should allow students 
with extra-curricular activities to plan their week. As part of the homework requirement, students need to 
read a minimum of 20 minutes per night. Homework will cover most areas of the curriculum with 
Mathematics largely including open ended questions and link with the topic area being taught in class. 
Book responses need to be completed at the end of the week in the homework book. Students are aslo 
responsible filling in important dates, this is to improve and assist in their organisational skills for Year 7.  
Please see the Teacher with any questions.  
 
Behaviour 
 
Teachers at St Simon’s expect that all Year 6 students continue to meet the high expectations of behaviour. 
Towards the end of Term Two, these standards dropped a little. The expectations on behaviour have been 
re-affirmed by the Grade Six Teachers at a year level assembly. We want each Year 6 student to be the best 
leader they can be, by looking after each other and the community, showing resilience and being 
responsible role models. 
 
Sports 
 
A big congratulation must be given to all the children who represented St Simon’s at interschool sport last 
term. They competed extremely well and displayed fantastic sportsmanship. Congratulations to the Girls 
AFL team who will represent the District at the Eastern Metropolitan Regionals in August. Many thanks to 
all parents who volunteered to help coach, umpire, supervise or support. Without your support we are 
unable to offer sport, so it is greatly appreciated. 
 
 
Calendar 



 
Attached is a list of events that will be happening during term three, these can also be checked on our 
schoolbags app. We look forward to another successful term together! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Finally, thank you to everyone for your support that you provided during semester one. We look forward 
to what promises to be an eventful second half of the year.  
 
Teachers Emails 
Carly Barca   cbarca@ssrowville.catholic.edu.au 
Chris Giosis  cgiosis@ssrowville.catholic.edu.au 
Anna Mautone amautone@ssrowville.catholic.edu.au 
Lauren Drill  ldrill@ssrowville.catholic.edu.au  
 
Sincerely,  
Grade 6 Teachers  
 
 
 
 
Carly Barca                   Chris Giosis                            Anna Mautone                           Lauren Drill 
    (6 Blue)                  (6 Yellow)                      (6 Red)                            (6 Green) 
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